A Skeeter we built our reputation one boat at a time. Our passion for perfection first made us one of the premier boat manufacturers in the country. Attention to detail and an unwavering commitment to quality result in a level of performance that is second to none. Superior design combined with precise engineering and exceptional craftsmanship are evident in every boat we build. In a never-ending quest to make the best even better, Skeeter is continually reevaluating, refining and redesigning by examining the disciplines of technology, design and construction, and bringing them together in equal measure. Skeeter boats offer the perfect balance of performance andiability. This year, Skeeter is proud to introduce the newly designed 2200SC and 2618SC, both built exclusively from Skeeter XTR600/M materials.

These two new tournament models represent years of research and development and may very well be the most technologically advanced bass boats on the market today. The employees at Skeeter are highly trained professionals obsessed with building the best boat possible. Working together in a state-of-the-art manufacturing plant, every boat is built with one goal in mind: your complete satisfaction. Ride, handling, durability and an incomparably confidant attitude. These are the things that separate Skeeter from all other bass boat builders. Skeeter isn't just a name on a boat.

It's who we are. It's what we do.
ZX185c

ZX185c - Custom deck and hull with backing plate and hull stripes. Red, Teal and white stripe. Black and white metal. Color matching system only available with "Black & White Special Edition" option.

Ready for the ride of a lifetime. The all-new ZX185c tournament bass boat. Skeeter has built the ZX185c to be a versatile boat that can handle every condition. The ZX185c is a sleek, sporty high performance boat that can squeeze every ounce of power out of a supercharged 175 HP engine and will be able to handle curves, swings and rough water like never before. Skeeter has also added the first one-piece double water-impregnable storage boxes, wider roll out boxes, and a new Tournament Baitwell Control System that makes fishing a more enjoyable and rewarding experience. The K-TRE20 composite elements combined with all of the features, innovations and conveniences being offered on the new ZX185c put Skeeter so far ahead of the competition, they might never catch up.

A rear hull-side rigging door allows easy access to the rigging compartment.

Field & Stream Magazine Yearling of the Year 1995-1990

Skeeter's high performance boat with new Tournament Baitwell Control System that makes fishing a more enjoyable and rewarding experience. The K-TRE20 composite elements combined with all of the features, innovations and conveniences being offered on the new ZX185c put Skeeter so far ahead of the competition, they might never catch up.
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A

aggression. Agility. Attitude. The SS140 puts it all together like never before. Whether you’re an aspiring tournament angler or an avid weekend fishing enthusiast, you can experience the thrill of owning a professionally styled, high-performance bass boat.

The SS140 offers the same exclusive hull design, the same innovative deck layout, and the same superior maneuverability that are distinctly Skeeter. With the SS140, you can look and feel just like the pro or a fraction of the cost.

C

ompetitive. Compact. Crafted. With the SS90, you don’t have to settle for anything less than the best. Fishing is no longer popular than ever. And for those aspiring anglers, Skeeter has built the perfect entry-level bass boat, the SS90. Skeeter’s signature features like a deep-well helm design, tight-knit cockpit layout, and a host of amenities make this boat stand out. Lightweight construction and aggressive styling ensure that the SS90 is a boat that will fit your needs.

Contact us today for more information on the SS140 and SS90 models. We also offer a wide range of Skeeter accessories to complete your bass boat experience. Whether you’re looking for performance or luxury, Skeeter has you covered.
Perhaps the greatest elements that define Skeeter's unique approach to building boats are our understanding and use of technology. Led by one of the most respected aerospace engineers in the country, our team of research and engineering specialists has virtually reinvented the means by which boats are designed. The application of aerodynamics, physics and 3D modeling computer programs have transformed Skeeter boats into the ultimate performance vehicles on the water. Only after months of research, independent laboratory studies, and a battery of tests in the open waters off the Gulf of Mexico, were we satisfied that Skeeter does indeed hold some of the strongest and most durable boats on the market today.
SKEETER INNOVATIONS

Since 1948, when Skeeter first entered the bass-boat market, leading the boating industry with breakthrough innovations has become a Skeeter tradition. From the legendary "Super Skeeter" fiberglass boat to the first "V" bottom boat to today's technologically advanced composite boats, Skeeter continues to set the standard by which all other boats are judged. This year, Skeeter has once again broken the mold with a series of innovative features that are designed to enhance appearance, performance and reliability. New Rod Molded Capriin Storage Boxes, new Tournament Inflatable Control Systems, new Skeeter Sponsorship with NOS Splashwell Design Graphs, and new Modular Engine Wiring System. These are only some of the remarkable modifications being offered on select Skeeter models.
This year marks an extraordinary chapter in Skeeter's history as we become a part of the Yamaha family. Combining two of the most respected names in boats and motors will create a new era in the boating industry. Both Skeeter and Yamaha have long-standing reputations for producing quality, high-performance products that are durable and reliable. With the introduction of Yamaha's radical PRO V MAX 150 hp Twin Rotary Propellers, the Skeeter/Yamaha package will offer a level of performance and handling beyond your wildest imagination. Working together, Skeeter and Yamaha will be able to bring innovative products and features to the market faster than ever.
Welcome to life in the fast lane. The ZX300c tournament boat. With a 21-foot centerline length, the ZX300c cuts through swells like a racer. Flated for the most powerful motors, the ZX300c scans across the lake creating the sound of thunder on the water. Designed with the tournament angler in mind, the ZX300c leaves nothing to chance. Maximum comfort and superior handling are the result of an exclusive XTREME composite hull designed by a team of aerospace engineers. Several strategically placed oversized storage compartments allow for more gear than you could possibly need. And a spacious casting deck gives you and your fishing buddy more room to maneuver. When it comes to bass boats, it doesn’t get any better than this.
It's as close as you can get to perfection.

The new ZX202c tournament bass boat

Featuring a new Techna Deck™ Cockpit Command System, a new N.C. Winterized High Pressure, Transverse Synchronorm Hull, a new Tournament Tackle System and new StealthDeck Sparrows with a revolutionary No-Splashwell Design System, the ZX202c may be the most technologically advanced bass boat available today. It's the ultimate blend of style and performance and represents the future of the industry. Made exclusively from Skeeter EXTREME composites, no other bass boat can match the rigidity, speed and durability that makes the ZX202c one of a kind. When you put a ZX202c in the water, you'll wonder why you ever fished anything else.
G
at the best of both worlds is a
2006L. It has everything you could
ever want in a bass boat and everything your
family could ever want in a ski boat. This 2006L
offers performance, engineering, and features
found in our 25 TechVantage models, like an
castered transom, a ski seat with a pro-grade
and rod storage compartments. It also offers
an overhead gunwale, a water-tight storage
drive, and a stainless steel seat ladder.
Whether you’re fishing, skiing, or just diving
the lake, the 2006L will help you do it all.

T
ake your family to the ultimate
extravagant vehicle. The 1506L
fishing, skiing, or boarding, the 1506L gives
you the power to do it all. This high-performance
multi-purpose boat offers sleek styling, spacious
handling and spacious seating for up to five
people. Ergonomically designed seats featuring
upholstered thrones let you relax across the huge
backing in uncompromising comfort. Other standard
features, like the casted transom and the over-
folded rear and rod storage compartments, make
the 1506L the one boat that can do it all.
Enjoy a full day of family fun on a 140SL. Whether you’re fishing at dawn, dusk or even at the boat deck, the 140SL is an affordable, pleasure-packed family boat that’s perfect for weekend or day trips on the lake. The 140SL gives you the precision engineering and performance features that have made Skidoo famous. It’s ready to drive and enjoy a smooth, dry ride unmatched by others both in its class. The 140SL is a great way to turn your dreams of fulfilled summers on the lake into reality.

Once again, Skidoo takes the lead with a performance-driven all-aluminum boat that takes fishability to a new level. Featuring a new one piece precision-crafted aluminum hull in the XTREME composite hull and lighter, the BAYPRO 21Lc can endure the constant pounding of rough waters. And with other innovations like the new high-speed steering system and the new transom storage compartment, fishing from the BAYPRO 21Lc is a truly rewarding experience.
With our exclusive XTREME composite hull and XTREME composite transom, the BAYPRO 21c is lighter and more agile than ever. With that added strength comes the added performance of our patented V-Run hull that fights chop and provides an incredibly smooth, dry ride. The bay box design gives room to maneuver, which comes in pretty handy when you’re battling with a surging Bullfish. For the rough waters of offshore and bay taking, the BAYPRO 21c is the only way to go.

Only one boat can tackle the chop and rough conditions of bay or blue water with the style and performance of a Skeeter—the BAYPRO 19. As you navigate effortlessly from the strategically placed center console you can feel the stability and superior handling provided by our exclusive V-Run hull. An innovative 87.5-gallon Colorado Marine cooler and tackle tray built into the console, plus easy access storage bins and reconfiguring seats, are just a few of the features that make the BAYPRO 19 the perfect offshore taking machine.
**F**

On the big windy lakes of the north, in the rough chop of the midwest, nothing handles extreme deep water conditions quite like a Skeeter 1850DV. Designed to provide a fast, dry ride, super-responsive handling and tight, well-built construction, the 1850DV puts you in complete control. The 1850DV succeeds fully loaded with dual side rod boxes, a tournament-ready package and a tackle management system. For all kinds of water conditions and all kinds of weather conditions, you can always rely on a Skeeter 1850DV.

**W**

When you get into deep, real-life fishing waters, make sure you get into a Skeeter 1850. Our big, deep hull provides a fast, dry, roll-over even in the heaviest wind and chop. The 1850's unique construction helps you stand tall and steady, which makes steering in the noseout on the side of your fish is critical. The 1850 also offers a variety of built-in features, like optional bimini tops and bimini covers, and has top-loading tackle and storage boxes. When it comes to big water fishing, the 1850 gives you a big advantage.
**SKEETER TRAILERS**

**2X TRAILERS**
- The 2X trailer series is designed to transport up to 2 Skeeter boats, 14' to 16' in length, with up to 3,500 lbs. capacity.
- Includes a bumper and protective rear bumper guard.

**SS TRAILERS**
- The SS trailer series features_stylish_5'4"_sides,_12"_tongue, and a_7,000 lbs._payload capacity.
- Equipped with a_7,000 lbs._payload capacity, a_12"_tongue, and a_5'4"_sides._

**BL TRAILERS**
- The BL trailer series includes four models: 4', 5', 6', and 8'.
- Each model offers a unique combination of design and functionality._

**BAYPRO TRAILERS**
- The BayPro trailer series features a_7,000 lbs._payload capacity, providing extra security and peace_of_mind._
- Available in two styles: _Standard_ and _Heavy-Duty_.

**DEEP VEE TRAILERS**
- The Deep Vee trailer series offers performance-grade trailers, designed for extended use and durability._
- Available in two styles: _Standard_ and _Heavy-Duty_.

**BOAT COVERS**
- Skeeter boat covers are specifically designed to protect your boat from the elements, such as wind, rain, and sun exposure._
- Available in two styles: _Standard_ and _Heavy-Duty_.

**UPHOLSTERY**
- A wide selection of upholstery options is available to complement your boat._
- Options include _Skeeter Green_, _Tan_, _Grey_, and _Black_._

**PIN STRIPING**
- A variety of pin striping options are available to customize your boat._
- Options include _Black_, _White_, _Gold_, and _Silver_.

---

**FLAKE FINISHES**
- Red
- Midnight Blue
- Black Cherry
- Sunset Blue
- Black Cherry
- Midnight Blue
- Because of the difficulty in color reproduction, some colors may vary from what is shown. Please see your authorized Skeeter dealer for actual samples.

---

**GELCOAT**
- Red
- Black
- Ice White
- Port
- Charcoal
- Royal Blue
- Sand
- Dark Blue
- Cutler Grey
- Olive

---

**CARPETING**
- A rich selection of carpet options is available to enhance the comfort of your boat._
- Options include _Rustic Oak_, _Black Cherry_, _Black Cherry_, and _Tan_.

---

**UPHOLSTERY**
- A wide selection of upholstery options is available to complement your boat._
- Options include _Skeeter Green_, _Tan_, _Grey_, and _Black_.

---

**PIN STRIPING**
- A variety of pin striping options are available to customize your boat._
- Options include _Black_, _White_, _Gold_, and _Silver_.

---
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Designed to Fish. Engineered to Last...
A Yamaha Boat Company

Skeeter Products, Inc.  One Skeeter Road,
Post Office Box 230  Kilgore, Texas 75662-0230
903-984-0541

Some of the features shown and described are
available only on specific Skeeter Models. Skeeter reserves the right to change
product features and specifications without notice. MotorGuide is a registered
trademark of ZEBCO Corporation, a Brunswick Company.

Skeeter supports our country's vast fisheries by promoting catch and release,
and is committed to preserving the environment in our manufacturing practices.
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